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Let D be a bounded domain in the Euclidean space RN and let 
G = RN - fi, where fi is the closure of D. We assume that the boundary aG 
of G is smooth. Consider the boundary value problem 
flu =p(x, u, VU) in G, (1) 
u=g on aG, (2) 
where CJ is a linear elliptic differential operator in divergence form, p(x, t, q) 
is a function defined on G x R x RN and Vu = grad u. In this paper we shall 
discuss the BVP (boundary value problem) above under the assumption that 
it has both an upper solution w and a lower solution cp in a sense that will be 
made precise later. Theorem 1 is about its solvability. Results in the same 
direction can be found, e.g., in [IO]. From Theorem 1 we shall deduce a 
result stronger than Theorem 3.3 in [lo]. This author requires a high degree 
of smoothness for the coefficients of the operator f2 and the function 
p(x, t, q) in [IO] is independent of I]. All these assumptions are necessary 
because the proof in [lo] is based on an a priori estimate of [ 1 ] which is 
established under the same hypotheses. 
Our investigation is inspired to a large extent by the works of Hess [5,6]. 
In [ 51 the growth of the function p is more restricted and in [6] the 
underlying domain is bounded. 
Finally, we wish to note that our results remain valid for more general 
unbounded domains and more general boundary conditions but we prefer to 
place ourselves in the simplest situation so as not to cloud the main issue. 
We make the following assumptions: 
(Al) a= -D,[a,,(x) D,], where Di = a/axi, i= l,..., N, and the 
standard summation convention is used: if the index i or j is repeated then 
summation from 1 to N over that index is implied unless otherwise is 
explicitly indicated. We assume au(.) E Lgc(G), i, j = l,..., N (i.e., for every 
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bounded subset E of G, the restriction of aij to E belongs to La(E)) and 
there exists v > 0 such that for all c E RN, C # 0, 
al/(x) ClCj > v ICI’ (3) 
for almost all (a.a.) x E G. 
(A2) The function p(x, t, q) is of Caratheodory’s type, i.e., for a.a. 
x E G, the function (t, r,r) + p(x, t, q) defined on R x RN is continuous; and 
for all (t, q) E A x RN, the function x +p(x, f, q) is measurable. We assume 
further that there exist constants c,, > 0, E E (0,2], a function k,(-) E L,‘,,,(G) 
and a continuous function c: R ’ + R + such that 
IPk 6 rl <c@)F,(x) +coIv12-el 
for V I t 1 < p, q E RN, a.a. x E G. 
(4) 
DEFINITION 1. Suppose that g E H”‘(aG). A function p is called a local 
weak lower solution of the BVP (l), (2) if 
v, E H:,,(G), v’(mGg in H”‘(aG), 
and 
i a,(X) D,cODjU dx < i &Xv Co, vcP) IJ dx G G 
for all v E Hi(G) n L”O(G) having compact support and v > 0 a.e. in G. 
A local weak upper solution is defined by reversing the inequality signs in 
the above definition. 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose that g E H”*(aG). A function u is called a local 
weak solution of the BVP (I), (2) if 
u E K’,,(G), ul,G=g in H”2(aG), 
and 
i 
au(x) DiuDjv a!x = p(x, u, VU) v dx 
G 1 G 
for all v E Hi(G)nL”O(G) with compact support. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that assumptions (Al) and (A2) above are 
satisfied. Suppose further that g E H”*(aG) and that the BVP (l), (2) has a 
local weak lower solution Q, and a local weak upper solution y both belonging 
to H,&(G) n I&(G) and v, Q t,v in G. Then the BVP (l), (2) has a local 
weak solution u with v, < u Q w a.e. in G. 
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Pro@ For any number t > 0 let B, be the open ball centered at the 
origin of RN and whose radius is r. Let r,, be a number large enough such 
that~cB,.LetG,=GnB,andforanumber6>O,letG,=GnB,o+,. 
As pointed out in [6], we can assume without loss of generality that g E 0 
and q(x) Q 0 < w(x) a.e. on G. By a result of Hess [a], we know that for 
each n = 1, 2,..., there exists u, E Hi(G,) such that v, < u, Q w a.e. on G,, 
I a,(x) DiunDjv dx = I P(X, u,, VU”) v dx, G” G” 
Vv E H;(G,) n L@‘(G,). 
Now let r E C~(Bro+,) with r(x) E [0, 11, Vx and <E 1 on Bra+*. Then for 
Vn = 3,4,... and Vv E H:(G,) n Lm(G,) we have 
J aij a Di(&,) * D/V dx G3 
= 1 . Diu, + Djv + aij - u, . D,<. Djv) dx 
= 
j (ail * DiU, * Dj(&) - ag * DiU, * Dir * V + aij * U, * Dir * D~v} dx G3 
In this equation we can let v = 6,. Then we obtain 
” tt 1 v(@n)l ll;2(G3) 
G 1 I [@(XT U,V Vu,) -aij * D,u, * Dir] <u, + UijUn * Dir * Dj(&,)} dx. 
(6) Gj 
Since v, < u, < w on G,, 11 u,,I]~~~~,~ < c,. Here and in the sequel, Ci 
(i = 1,2,3,...) denotes a constant (not always the same) independent of the 
index n. Moreover 
I~‘u,p(x, u,, Vu,)( 4 Clk,(X) + c,rYl + l%lZ-E) 
<cc,k,(x)+c,(l +lmnlZ-E) 
< c,fi;(x) + c,(l + lw3,v-?~ 
where El(.) E L’(G,). Then by writing 
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we obtain, from (6), 
This shows that there exists a constant c, independent of n (but c, may 
depend on G3) such that 
II I v(Yu”I IL2(G1) A <C,. (7) 
Thus {&}~=, is a bounded sequence in both Z-IA(G,) and Lm(G,). We can 
therefore xtract a subsequence, still denoted by (ru,}, such that as n + co, 
I+, converges weakly to x in HA(G,), 
ru,, converges pointwise a.e. to x on G, . 
Since rp < u, < w on G, for each n = 1, 2,... and 9, ylE Lm(G3), it then 
follows that &, converges to x in the weak * topology of Lm(G3). Let 
fE Cr(BrO+J with t(x) E [0, l] Vx and f= 1 on BrO+, . Then (5) is still 
valid with c replaced by f and hence there is a constant c, such that 
As before we can extract a subsequence, still denoted by {&,}, with 
&,, converges weakly to fin Hi(G,), 
&,, converges pointwise a.e. to Ton G, , 
&,, converges to iin the weak * topology of L”(G,) as n + co. 
Obviously then f= &. 
Now in (5) let u = fk - uJ. We have 
84x, u,, Vu,) dx 
< Cl J k,(x)Ix-u,ldx+c,j’ (VU,~-~JX-U,,I~~. (9) 
G2 G2 
On the right hand side, the first integral tends to 0 as n + co because un --)x 
pointwise a.e. on G,, (D < u, < y on G, for all n = 1, 2,... so that there is a 
constant c3 such that 
IIX - UPI IILw32~ G c3 5 n = 1, 2,.... (10) 
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Furthermore, from (7) it follows that 
1 IVU”12 d-x< Cqr 
n = 1, 2,..., 
G2 
and therefore that {I Vu,,1 2-E}FE I is bounded in L2’(*-‘)(G2). On the other 
hand, from (10) we see that u, -+x strongly in L”“(G,). Thus the second 
integral on the right hand side of (9) also tends to 0 as n + 03. So the 
integral on the left hand side of (9) tends to 0 as n + co. Also 
lim 
I n-cc G, 
a,jsD,u,.Dj~.&-u,)dx=O 
because {Diu,}Fc I is bounded in L*(G,) whereas &“u, + & strongly in 
L*(G,) as n+ co. Finally 
J aij * u, * Dir* Dj[& - u,)] dx 
G2 
= I aij * (u, - U) * Die* Dj[& - u,)] du 
‘32 
+ i ai, * u * Dir* Dj/f(X - u,)] dx + 0 
as n-co. 
G2 
Therefore, letting v = c!$ - u,J and replacing [ by e in (5) we obtain that 
so 
lim 
I n+m G2 
ai,. D,(&,) . D,[& - u,)]dx= 0. 
< lim 
i n+m G, 
aij . Di[& - u,J] * Dj[f(X - u,)] dx = 0, 
i.e., &, + & strongly in II:( Then we can extract from {u,}p=, a subse- 
quence, still denoted by {u,}z=, , such that as n --) co, 
h--,X a.e. on G,, 
vu, + vx a.e. on G, 
and there exists a function h(.) E L*(G,) such that [Vu,,1 < h on G,. Then 
I@, UT VU”) -+P(-G x9 Vx) a.e. on G,, 
I P(X9 U”, V%)l < c,k(x) + c2 IW12-” a.e. on G, 
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so that Vu E L”(G,) n HA(G,), 
p(x, u,, Vu,,) u dx = P(X, x, Vx) v dx. 
Also 




Hence, using the diagonal process, we obtain a function x E H,‘,,(G), x = 0 
on 8G with Q <x < v such that for every o E La(G) n H’(G) with compact 
support in G and v = 0 on aG we have 
i 
aijDixDjv dx = 
I p(& XV VX> V dx. 
Q.E.D. 
G G 
Now we shall show that the solution x, whose existence we just proved, is 
smooth if the coefficients aij(.), i, j = l,..., N, and the function p(x, f, q) are 
smooth. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the hypotheses are the same as in Theorem 1, 
that g E 0, v, < 0 < w in G and the function k,(s) in (4) belongs to L:,,,(G) 
with CO > q > 2. Suppose also that for any bounded subset E of G, 
Dj[au(.)] E L”(E) (i, j = l,..., N). Then for 1 < E < 2, x E W:;:(G). 
Note. If the boundary datum g is the restriction to aG of a smooth 
function g defined on G with CJJ < 2 < w then we can drop the restrictions 
g=o, u,<o<w* In fact, we need only consider the new unknown function 
u -6. 
Proof. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, because of (4), p(x, x, Vx) 
belongs to L:,,(G). It then follows (cf., e.g., [9, Theorem 10.1, p. 1881) that 
x E H:,,(G) and x satisfies the equation 
-a&) DtDjX -Dj[ag(x>I DiX =P(X, XT VX), (11) 
a.e. in G. From Sobolev’s imbedding theorem, Vx E L;&(G), where 
r, = 2N/(N - 2) if N > 2, and rl is any finite number if N = 2. Our 
hypotheses imply that a,(.) is locally uniformly continuous in G. Therefore 
from the Lq-theory of elliptic BVPs (cf., e.g., [3, Theorem l]), x E W2*q1(G), 
where q1 =,min{q, r,/(2 - E)). Then Vx E L&(G), where rz = Nq,/(N - ql) 
if N > q, and rz is any finite number if N Q ql. As before, we deduce 
x E W:;?(G), where q2 = min{q, r2/(2 - E)}. Since E > 1, it can be seen that, 
by continuing the above argument a finite number of times if necessary, 
x E %W). 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that the hypotheses are the same as in Theorem 1 
except hat, instead of (4), p(x, t, q) E Cova(S X I X RN) and aij(*) E C’*“(S), 
where a E (0, 11, S is any bounded closed subset of c, Z is any bounded 
closed interval. Suppose also that g= 0 and (D < 0 < w on G. Then 
x E C:;,“‘(G) with a’ < a and a’ arbitrarily close to a. 
ProoJ From our hypotheses it follows that for any bounded subset S of 
G and any bounded interval Z there are constants K, and K, such that 
IP(X9 t, ?)I &K, +K, lrtl”. 
Hence we deduce from Theorem 2 that x E W:;:(G) for any co > q > 2. By 
Sobolev’s imbedding theorem we have that x E C:;!(G), /? < 1, p arbitrarily 
close to 1. Then p(x, x, Vx) E C;;:‘(G). Since in Eq. (11) the coefficients 
aij(-) and Dj[aij(e)] (i,j= l,..., N) belong to C:;:‘(G), the regularity theory 
of elliptic BVPs (cf., e.g., [9, Theorem 12.1, p. 1951) gives x E Crz;;‘(G). 
Notes. (i) It seems to us that our Theorem 3 is stronger than Theorem 
3.3 in [lo], where aij E C*+“(S) and p(x, t, ‘1) is independent of ?,L By 
analyzing the proof above, it can be seen that if p(x, t, q) is independent of rl 
then we can take a’ = a because from x E C,r;f(G) we deduce p(x, x) E 
c;;;(G). 
(ii) It follows from our hypotheses that p has at most linear growth in 
the third variable r,r in Theorem 2. We wish to point out that for bounded 
domains, the solvability of BVP (l), (2) having lower and upper solutions 
was proved for functions p(x, t, q) with quadratic growth in r~; cf., e.g., 
[4,8,2,7]. 
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